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A Celebration of Lancashire STEM Activity
Here at STEMFirst we are really proud of the support and
commitment of STEM Ambassadors, Teachers and STEM
Partners helping to raise the profile of STEM across Lancashire.

A huge amount of STEM activity is going on across our region and
this newsletter, STEMsFrom, will bring you an overview of just
some of those activities in order to spread good practice
and celebrate the outstanding work that you are doing.

 

We would like to say a big thank you for all you are
doing to inspire the young people in Lancashire and
switch on the next generation to Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths.

 

STEMsFrom, brought to you bi-annually by STEMFirst, aims to
spread good news about STEM across Lancashire. This first
newsletter contains only a tiny part of the STEM that is going on
around our area  - but we want to find out more!

Please send us your STEM stories and experiences so that we
can include them in the next edition of STEMsFrom published
during the summer term, or have a look at our sister newsletter
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NEWShoots to find out what you can get involved in.

The more we can 'shout about STEM' the more people will want to
engage with the programme - so let's get shouting!

Sue Hargeaves & Helen Heggie

In This Issue:
1. STEM Spotlight

2. STEM Feedback

3. STEM Ambassadors - Team Lancashire

4. Dates for Your Diary

5. Coming Soon - Ambassador Support Needed

   

1. STEM Spotlight

Lab In A Lorry
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Lab in a Lorry has been back on the roads in the North West for a
fortnight now and we have had a great time.

Students across the North West have been coming on board the lab in a Lorry to find out
about STEM and Physics.

The Lab in a Lorry , sponsored by the IOP, have enabled students to get their hands on a wide range of
science equipment, particularly the new medical physics experiment!

Look out for the Lab in the next Times Educational Supplement published on 23 March!

The Lab is coming soon to both Fleetwood Sports College, Ripley High School and Lancaster Girl's Grammar
supported by some of our Lancashire STEM Ambassadors.

To find out more about the Lab why not look at Lab in a Lorry's new look Facebook page which is an easy way to
spread the word and get involved .

Go to www.facebook.com/pages/Lab-in-a-Lorry/16728343294

Lab in a Lorry is delighted that STFC are the partners for this new tour of the North West, however funding is 
only available untill the end of this academic year.

If you think your organisation may like to get involved and would like some information regarding sponsorship, please
contact James Bamford at the IOP James.bamford@iop.org

The demand for Lab in a Lorry is massive from schools, we could easily run all year round and so any ideas on how
to keep it on the road for a little longer are gratefully received.

 

Work Inspiration Event

A fabulous showcase of employment was held at Aircelle UK Ltd in
Burnley on 1 March 2012.
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Work Inspiration came to Aircelle at Burnley on the 1st March and was a roaring success.

Attended by over 700 children from Burnley schools this was a wonderful event with lots of
'hands-on' activities allowing young people to sample a whole host of different careers. 

Hosted by Aircelle the event was seen as a flagship on how Careers Fairs ought to be and enabled the students to
undertake real-life and work based activities in six different zones or employement sectors.

The atmosphere was vibrant and fun with great feedback from teachers, students and employers. 

Thank you to all those employers that supported this event and provided interactive stands on the day. Johnson
Matthey at Clitheroe, North West Aerospace Alliance, UNISON and Aircelle did an especially good job in the
Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing Zone which was declared by the students as the best zone of the day!
Special thanks also to our Ambassadors from the Army and Class of Your Own.

We have already been approached by Pendle and Preston areas in order to replicate this model so look out for a
Work Inspiration Event near you!

We would also like to highlight all the incredible work that was put in by  all of those involved in organising the event,
especially to Aircelle, Business in the Community, Burnley College, Burnley Council and of course to the schools! 

Look out for more information in our next issue as we will be bringing more details about the event itself plus
feedback from teachers, students and employers alike.

 

STEM Speed Networking

STEM Ambassador Speed Networking - Speedy STEM Facts

On 6th February around 20 STEM Ambassadors met at Priory Sports and Technology
College in Preston to take part in a fast and furious careers information session.

This event 'STEM Networking' involved students having the chance to talk face to face with a broad and diverse group
of STEM Ambassadors.  Given a few minutes with a small group of young people ambassadors had to describe their
careers and answer questions.  The young people learnt a lot and STEM Ambassadors talked themselves hoarse.  A
good time was had by all.

The interviews were then written up by the students and the information submitted for a STEM Leaders Award with
Primary Engineer .

This model is being replicated at Bowland High School at the end of March and is a fantastic way for students to find
out about a wide range of STEM Careers in a very short space of time.
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This is a great activity for new STEM Ambassadors as there is no planning and you are only talking about
yourself! Want to get involved with furture STEM Networking events? Then please get in touch!

It was fantastic that the Ambassadors gave up the time to attend the session and
really help our students gain an insight into your careers. The feedback from our
children was overwhelmingly positive and they wanted the sessions to be longer.
They really valued the opportunity to talk to the Ambassadors and I would welcome
the chance them to all come and join us again in the near future.                                          
Rebecca Honeyman, Science Teacher and STEM Club Leader

 

Unison Engine Components

Super STEM Support for Hameldon STEM Club

Three of our fantastic STEM ambassadors from Unison Engine Components, part of the General Electric corporation
based on Network 65 industrial park, have been supporting an after school science club for Year 7 and 8’s at
Hameldon Community College. 

STEM Ambassadors from UNISON have given up their time every week to work with a group of students on a variety of
projects and to inspire them to be the Engineers and Scientists of the Future

The pupils have been engaged in 6 key curriculum themed tasks;  electricity, light,  magnetism, sound, energy
transfer and materials which are designed to encourage open ended exploration. 

The science club has allowed the students to get hands on and create their own chain reaction contraption while
investigating the 6 key curriculum themes.  

This a fantastic way to show the students how Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics subjects are used
in manufacturing and at the same time develop the skills, knowledge and understanding of young people, potential
future employees about how STEM subjects are used in the manufacturing world."

Using Ambassadors at our STEM Club has benefitted our students enormously. They
have had the chance to work with young engineers and STEM Professionals who have
opened their eyes to future careers and motivated their interest in STEM
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subjects."                                        Janine Nicholson Hameldon Community College

 

Careers' Guidance at Saint Aidan's

Employer Awareness and Careers Support at Saint Aidan's

In these times of high youth unemployment, Saint Aidan’s believes that it is very important that
young people get the right advice to move them on from secondary school and there was
certainly plenty of chance for them to get that all the right advice with representatives from over
20 colleges and employers gathered for the evening.
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The event was organised by Miss Amanda Dixon, Head of Year 9.

Miss Dixon said “In these times of cutbacks it is important to remember that young people still need to be given every
opportunity possible to succeed and the Saint Aidan’s annual Careers Convention sought to do that. By drawing
together expertise from further & higher education institutions, advice from training agencies, experience from
professional organisations and employers, this one night allowed students and parents to gain an incredible amount
of information.

Students in Years 9 , 10 and 11 will be making some important decisions over the next few months and we must
make sure they are more than prepared to do so.

The event was a great success and I would like to extend my thanks to all the colleagues who helped out but most
importantly to the exhibitors who gave their time on a dark, dank Thursday for Saint Aidan’s students.”
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Teacher and Ambassadors Network

So STEM - So What?

STEMFirst's first network event was held at Global Renewables in Leyland on 7
December. 

The attendees were treated to a tour of this fabulous facility allowing sight of some of the
world’s most effective waste treatment technologies, enabling the extracting of the
maximum amount of recyclables from the waste stream and turning the
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environmentally-damaging organic fraction into a high quality type of compost product
called Organic Growth Medium.

We had some fantastic presentations by the North West Aerospace Alliance, Farming and Countryside Education,
Flash Bang Science and Global Renewables themselves.

We followed the presentations with a networking activity that allowed the Teachers, STEM Ambassadors and STEM
Partners to discuss the how STEM Ambassadors can be utilised more effectively in schools and how we can break
down barriers to engagement.

All of us left feeling a new fascination with rubbish and inspired to get more STEM active!  

Thank you to all those STEM Ambassadors and teachers who made this event really effective and thanks especially to
Global Renewables for the use of their fantastic Education Facility at Faringdon.

Feedback from teachers and ambassadors alike was brilliant and we look forward to our next networking event which
will take place at NIS Ltd in Chorley (STEMNET’s most dedicated STEM Employer 2011) in early May. 

Please look out for more details regarding this event as having lots of interaction in an informal environment between
teachers and ambassadors can only improve the STEM Careers knowledge for all Lancashire’s young people.
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STEM Challenges

Lancashire keeps taking up the Challenge!

The STEM Challenges are 10 activities inspired by London 2012.  Each one is a competition focusing on a different
aspect of the preparations for the event itself.  Each challenge runs for 6-8 weeks and is a mixture of hands-on
testing, experimental work and research.

 Team’s  are judged by STEM Ambassadors and STEMFirst at a regional event and then shortlisted teams are then
invited to the National Final of each challenge to win prizes for their school.

In Lancashire our success began in Challenge 7 with a team from All Hallows in Preston taking part in the
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National Final at the Natural History Museum.  Whilst not a prize winner never-the-less the team had a really
enjoyable and rewarding experience and did fantastically well to reach the final.

STEM Challenge 8, supported by Deloitte – asked students to find out where and how more disabled people
could take part in Paralympic sports.  In this challenge we had two successful teams, both from Parklands in Chorley
who competed in their National Final at The Royal College of Surgeons.

Only seven schools from across the UK were invited to the national final at the Royal College of Surgeons. Each team
of students aged 11-14 competed in a Dragon’s Den style pitch before a panel of expert judges.

Nick Heyworth, Parasport and STEM Challenge 8 Head Judge:

“The aim of this Challenge was to discover ways in which we can help change perceptions and opportunities for
disability in sport. The scope of thought and level of effort that all teams have demonstrated is incredibly impressive.
Many of these plans have the ability to affect change in local communities and I hope that these wonderful ideas may
be implemented in the run up to, and beyond, London 2012”

Kirsten Bodley, Chief Executive, STEMNET:

"The STEM Challenges allow students to develop and apply valuable STEM skills to real-life, working situations.
STEMNET were delighted to partner with Deloitte and Parasport to encourage students to find ways to widen
participation in sport and make local facilities accessible for everyone. All of our finalists were incredibly enthusiastic 
about their entries and it was amazing to see students working so well together and supporting each other as a
team”

 

STEM Challenge 9

Can Lancashire take the top prize?  Go for it Southlands!
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Hot off the press is news of the latest challenge and we are delighted to announce
that a team from Southlands High School in Chorley are through to the final which will
take place at the National Science Fair in Birmiingham later this month. 

The challenge was to design a spectacular human-powered invention for creating the
spark which lights the Paralympic Flame!  We wish the team all the very best.

 

NIS Ltd Scoops STEMNET Award for Most Dedicated Employer

NIS Ltd take top STEMNET Prize at House of Lords Awards
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Having just celebrated the opening of their new £1m manufacturing facility, champagne
corks are flying again for NIS Ltd as they were crowned ‘Most Dedicated Employer’, at
the STEMNET Awards 2011. 

The award was presented to Group Managing Director Richard Penrose at a prestigious
ceremony hosted by Lord Sainsbury on Tuesday 13th December at the House of Lords.

NIS made it to the final four from 150 nominations of “employers that have supported
their employees to become an Ambassador and then to actively engage through this with their local schools”.  The
four finalists, and eventual winner, were then decided by an expert panel of industry judges who told NIS they were
“incredibly impressed by your dedication to inspiring young people in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths
(STEM).”

In addition to the impressive title, NIS was also presented with a prize inviting two representatives to visit CERN, the
highly topical European Centre for Nuclear Research located in Geneva.

Simply being nominated for the award was an honour in itself, particularly when you
consider the pedigree of the organisations that we were competing with. I’m
absolutely elated and extremely proud that we have won, and want to express my
sincere gratitude to all of our dedicated STEM ambassadors who have worked so
hard on behalf of NIS to make such a big difference.
Richard Penrose, NIS Group Managing Director
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2. STEM Feedback

STEM Feedback - Have your say !

Throughout the past months there has been some fantastic
STEM work going on throughout Lancashire.
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These activities include activities such as Work Inspiration, STEM Networking, Industry
Visits, Careers Events, Curriculum support, bridge building, mentoring, Q & A interviews

for STEM Leaders Awards, CREST Projects, STEM Challenges, Rotary Challenge, Work Awareness Sessions,
Astronomy talks, University awareness sessions, Animation Competitions, solar vehicle building and so much more!

Here are some of the feedback comments we have received from people that took part:

 

Work Inspiration was a fantastic, innovative opportunity to showcase careers and Burnley
businesses. The fast pace kept the students interest.                  Mary Shaw Burnley Borough Council.

 

The students were very interested because they were talking to real STEM workers and getting the
chance to undertake hands on practical activity. We need more opportunities like this as those
students who are not as engaged in class are really listening and getting involved.                                   
                                                                                                               Graham Hargreaves, Teacher, Hameldon

 

Give students hands on practical events where we bring together students, employers and
past students who are now real engineers and apprentices.. Our students really benefit
from practically engaging with industry in this format.
                                                                                                                  Alison Yates, Head DT, Shuttleworth

 

Engineering is pretty cool isn't it?              Female Student, Sir John Thursby.

 

I was really surprised at the amount of jobs there were locally and also the diverse range
of opportunities available with someone like the Aircelle.
                                                                                                           Year 9 Male Student, Blessed Trinity

 

The Maths Day went very well and the STEM Ambassadors commented upon the good behaviour of
our children which I was delighted about.   The content was great and taught the pupils an awful
lot.     
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                                                                                                                       Alicia Grady, Up Holland High School

 

STEM ambassadors who have taken part in our activities have widened our students
understanding of possible career paths and raised their aspirations.

                                                                       Sarah Connon STEM Lead, Ashton Community Science College

 

 

3. STEM Ambassadors - Team Lancashire

STEM Lancashire - Some interesting Data

STEM Facts and Figures

Here at STEMFirst we are working really hard to support STEM across Lancashire and
link schools with employers in order to inspire and grow the next generation of Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths professionals.

But what does that currently look? How much is actually going on?

Here are some of the facts and figures regarding all the fantastic work we are doing together.

Helen Heggie  STEMFirst's Director for schools has visited 45 of out 100 secondary schools so far this school
year, spreading the STEM message and explaining how STEM Ambassadors can make a real difference.  Stemming
from the school visits have been over 150 requests for ambassadors to support.  The requests have ranged from
specific curriculum support in lessons to Careers Speed Dating!  Over 90% of these requests have been fulfilled and
thank you to everybody for your support in making this happen.

Sue Hargreaves STEMFirst's Director for Ambassadors has been kept very busy in the last couple of months with
Ambassador numbers continuing to grow.  As a team of Ambassadors in Lancashire we are a really active group –
probably one of the most active in the country.  Currently nearly 85% of our ambassadors have undertaken an activity
in the last 12 months.  We should all be very proud of this achievement.  Keeping this going is our next challenge!

 

The STEM Snap Shot for Lancashire as of March 2012 gives us the following profile:
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4. Dates for Your Diary

STEM Ambassador Networking Event 2nd May 2012

Invitation for STEM Networking Session on 2nd May

We are currently planning our next STEM Ambassador / Teacher Networking event.

This will be a fun and lively event with a Health and safety theme to be held at NIS Ltd in Chorley and will be FREE to
attend.

NIS will be offering a fantastic opportunity to see their facilities and for teachers to undertake sessions that highlight
STEM and Health and Safety in a real-life manufacturing setting. 

Places will be limited due to Health and Safety! However to register your interest please email Helen Heggie or
Sue Hargreaves and we will allocate you a place.
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Lancashire Science Festival - UCLAN

Be part of the UK’s newest Science Festival.

The Lancashire Science Festival invites you to enthuse, excite and educate by delivering
a showfloor activity, workshop, demonstration or keynote lecture.

The Lancashire Science Festival will take place 28th-30th June 2012 at the University of
Central Lancashire’s Preston campus.

The theme for 2012 is REALITY.

UCLAN are especially keen to showcase examples of real-life STEM research in the Lancashire region and would
like to include contributions from STEM employers and organisations and individuals.

The Festival is free and open to primary schools on 28th June, secondary schools and colleges on 29th June and the
general public on the 30th June.

To discuss your ideas please contact the Lancashire Science Festival team.

Phone: 01772 893390

Email: lancscifest@uclan.ac.uk

Twitter: @lancscifest

Facebook: www.facebook.com/lancscifest

Or for more information go to the Lancashire Science Festival Website at

http://www.lancashiresciencefestival.co.uk/

 

5. Coming Soon - Ambassador Support Needed

SySTEM - Just In Time

FREE Science Technology Engineering and Maths KS3 Project .

SySTEM-Just in Time, is a project designed by STEMFirst, funded by BAESystems,
affiliated to the CREST Award Scheme and supported by STEMNET’s National STEM Ambassador programme. 
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The main aim of this project is to provide an inspirational opportunity for a group of KS3 students and teachers to
undertake a hands-on STEM Project and Careers Awareness Activity.

The project will not only cover Science and Technology curriculum specific topics, but will cover how science works,
practical application of knowledge and help students develop teamwork, communication, presentation and problem
solving skills.

SySTEM will also enable participants to gain STEM Careers awareness by meeting inspirational role-models from
Industry and to hopefully qualify for a prestigious CREST Award which is recognised by UCAS as worthwhile evidence
for students Personal Statement’s.

Only 10 schools in Lancashire have been invited to participate in this project which will take place in Spring/Summer
2012.

We are looking for Ambassadors that are willing to help support this activity - either giving your time for a one-off
evening or half day or supporting a school for the duration of the 6 week project (1 hour per week). If you are
interested please contact Helen on helen.heggie@stemfirst.com
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If you would like to discuss your schools STEM requirements, or get involved with supporting STEM across
Lancashire we are happy to help.

For school STEM enquiries please contact: Helen Heggie on 07808 646 493

For STEM Ambassador enquiries please contact: Sue Hargreaves on 07921 678 095

We really want to hear what you, your company or school are up to!

Best Wishes,

Sue

Sue Hargreaves
Director
STEMFirst
Tel: 07921 678 095
Email: sue.hargreaves@stemfirst.com
Website: www.stemfirst.com

You are receiving this newsletter because you
subscribed to our Newsletter.

Unsubscribe instantly.

STEMFirst Ltd,
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Lancashire.
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